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1. INTRODUCTION 

Let g be a basic classical simple Lie superalgebra, k a complex number and / an even nilpotent element 
in g. Then one associates with the universal affine vertex superalgebra Vk(g) at level k the universal W-

superalgebra炉 (g,J) via the quantum Hamiltonian redcution [20]. In particular, the W-superalgebras 
associated with a principal nilpotent element /prin (which is unique up to conjugations), are conventionally 
denoted by炉 (g).Affine vertex superalgebras and their W-superalgebras are most important families 
of vertex superalgebras due to their essential role in various aspects of representation theory, geometry, 
and physics, including knot invariants [32], the geometric Langlands program [24] and invariants of low 
dimensional manifolds [13, 21], or invariants of three and four dimensional supersymmetric quantum field 

theories [4, 25]. 
The representation theory of the W-superalgebras remains mysterious in general. One of the reasons 

is that the defining Operator Product Expansions of their strong generators are not known in general 
except for some cases, e.g., the Virasoro vertex algebra W勺辿）， theso-called W3-algebra W箪[3),for 
the even cases and the N = 1 super Virasoro algebra W勺osp112)or the N = 2 super Virasoro algebra 

研 (sl112)for the super cases. In the last decades, the representation theory of the exceptional W-algebras 

(see [11] for the definition) has been developed by Arakawa and his collaborators [5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 14]. This 
is based on the analysis of the associated variety of a vertex algebra and the representation theory of the 
affine vertex algebras at admissible levels. For type A, the (simple) principal and subregular W-algebras 

w_n＋専（sl,,), W_n＋日団，/sub),

(p, q and rare non-negative integers satisfying gcd(n+p, n+q) = 1 and gcd(n+r, n-1) = 1, respectively) 
are rational and C2-cofinite. (Here the notation叩 (g,!) means the unique simple quotient of炉 (g,J)).
Thus the categories of their ordinary modules, which are semisimple, admit a natural structure of braided 
tenor category. Then the Grothendieck groups of these categories have ring structures by the tensor 
product, called the fusion rings. The fusion rings of the principal W-algebras for general (p, q) and the 
subregular W-algebras for even n are described in terms of the fusion ring of the simple affine vertex 
algebra伝 (s[n)

x(w-n＋号は））疇（ら（s［叫 RX（ら（叫））， x(w-n+：：：：;（叫）） ""X(Lr(sl,,))
Z匹 l

by [10, 14] and [11], respectively. 
In contrast, the representation theory of W-superalgebras has not been developed yet except for the 

cases of the N = 1, 2 super Virasoro algebra [1, 2, 3]. On of the reason seems that the representation 
theory of affine vertex superalgebras themselves are already quite difficult. Indeed, the representation 

theory of the N = 2 super Virasoro algebra, which is炉 (s1112),has been developed not based on the 

affine vertex superalgebra Vk(sl112), but on the duality: the Kazama-Suzuki coset construction [28] and 
the Feigin-Semikhatov-Tipunin construction [23], which assert the isomorphisms of vertex superalgebras 

we(sC112) ""Com(rr, Vk(sC2)@ Vz), Vk(sC2) ""Com(rr, W¥sl112)@ V:、z)， （l.1)

where the levels k, R E IC are related by the equation (k + 2)(£ + 1) = 1 and 1r is a rank one Heisenberg 
vertex algebra embedded diagonally into the tensor products. These two construction imply a certain 
equivalence of their module categories. 

In this article, we consider the representation theory of the principal W-superalgebra we(s[11n) and 
give a sufficient condition for the problem 
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(1) Determine the levels I! E IC when the simple W-superalgebra W心枷） isrational and C2-cofinite; 

and then give an answer to the following fundamental problem 

(2) Classify the simple ordinary modules and describe the fusion ring at the above levels. 

For the first problem, we start with identifying the partner of籾 (sl11n),which plays the role of V勺sb)
in the case n = 2. For the second problem, we use the theory of simple current extensions. 

2. FEIGIN-SEMIKHATOV CONJECTURE 

(2) 
In [22], Feigin and Semikhatov introduced a family of vertex algebras, called the W}tJ -algebras, which 

are proven later to be the subregular W-algebras W軍ln,!sub) [26], and gave the following conjecture: 

Conjecture. (Feigin and Semikhatov [22]) Let町 r,be the rank one Heisenberg subalgebra of研 1(sin, /sub) 
and 7rH2 the rank one Heisenberg subalgebra of W叫い）． Thenwe have the following. 

(1) For generic levels (k1, k叫EIC2 satisfying (k1 + n)(k2 + n -l) = 1, 

Com ('TrH,, wk, (sln, !sub))'.:::'. Com ('lrH2 l Wk2 (,s伽））．

(2) For generic levels (k1, k叫EIC2 satisfying ~ + ~ = 11 k1 +n'k3+n -~' =1 

Com (1rH,,研 1(sin, /sub))'.:::'. Com (Vk3 (g[n)，砂(S加））．

There are some variants of this triality among affine cosets of W-superalgebras (or affine vertex super-

algebras). The most well-known one is the triality as follows: 

研 (s[n)~ W何叫）， if伍＋n)（ら十n)= l, (2.1) 

1 
w£1(sln) ＝ Com(V£叶 1(sln)，v£3(Sし） ⑭ L1(sln)), if~+~= 1. (2.2) 

1!1 +n ー伍＋n)

The first duality (2.1) is the famous Feigin-Frenkel d叫 ityof the principal W-algebras for sln and the 
second one (2.2) is the higher rank generalization of the famous Goddard-Kent-Olive construction of 
the Virasoro vertex algebra proved by Arakawa, Creutzig, and Linshaw quite recently. See [9] for details 

on this triality. From this, one can see that Conjecture (1) is a variant of the Feigin-Frenkel duality for 
non-principal W-algebras and that Conjecture (2) is a variant of the Goddard-Kent-Olive construction. 
We note that the appearance of the sign -(£3 + n) in (2.2) in contrast to Conjecture (2) is explained by 
the fact that the bare affine vertex algebra appearing in (2.2) is not V何叫） itself,but砂 (sl0|n)which is 

isomorphic to V —£3 (,s加o)= y-£3（叫）． Thesetwo trialities are just the simplest examples of conjectural 
trialities made by Gaiotto and Rap碕kinthe relation to four dimensional super Yang-Mills theories [25]. 

Theorem 1 ([19, 15]). For (k, I!) E IC2 satisfying 

n (n -1)2 
（K,i)ナ(-n+n-1' n ), （K1 +n)（朽十 n-1)=1,

we have isomorphisms of vertex algebras 

(1) Com (1rH,,研 (sln,!sub))'.:::'. Com (1rH2, W£(sl11n)), 

(2) Com (1rH,,叫 (sin,!sub))'.:::'. Com (7rH2,訊 (sl11n)).

The following gives a stronger version of Theorem 1, which generalizes (1.1): 

Theorem 2 ([15]). For (k1, k叫EIC2 satisfying (k1 + n) (k2 + n -l) = 1, we have isomorphisms of vertex 
superalgebras 

(1)炉 (sl11n)'.:::'.Com (7rjj1'研 1(sln, /sub) 0 Vz), 

(2)研 (sln,!sub)'.::'.Com（国応(sl1|n)R V勾=r),

(3) Wゎ(sli1n)'.:::'.Com (7rjj1, Wい（叫，!sub)0 Vz), 

1 Although there are some conventions for describing levels of affine vertex superalgebras, a correct relation seems ± + k1+n 
屁＋（1-n)= 1. 
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(4) Wゎ(sin,!sub)'::= Com (7rjj2'以 (sl11n)0 Vzy'=I), 

where n月,,(i = 1,2), is a Heisenberg ve仕exsubalgebra diagonally embedded into the tensor products. 

The proofs of these two theorems use free field realizations of the relevant superalgebras. See [15] or 
Genra's article in this proceeding for details. 

3. RATIONAL CASES 

By [7, 11], the subregular W-algebra Wk(sln, !sub) is rational and C2-cofinite if the level k is of the 
form 

n+r 
k= -n+―'rE互o,gcd(n-1,n+r) = 1. 

n-1 

For r E Z::,3, Creuztig and Linshaw [19] determines its Heisenberg coset, namely, 

Com (1r, W_n＋出叫fsub))司 W_r＋冑ほ）， (3.1) 

where the right-hand side is the principal W-algebra at a nondegenerate admissible level -r＋門予， which

is rational and C2-cofinite [7, 6]. The classification of the simple ordinary modules and description of the 
fusion rules among them are establsished in [6] and [10, 14], respectively. It is conveniently written in 
terms of the fusion rings: 

沢 (w-r＋苧(st,.))Cc:'. X(Ln(5lr)). (3.2) 

Here Ln (s[,,) is the simple affine vertex algebra of s[,, at level r, whose simple ordinary modules are simple 
integrable highest weight modules Ln(A) with 

r-1 I r-1 

A=~a;A;, (a;E陀o,苔，＝n),

where A; denotes the i-th fundamental weight. The modules {Ln(nA;)}iEZr are known as simple currents, 
that is, invertible objects under the fusion product (in the language of braided tensor cagtegory under 
the assumption that the unit object is simple). Moreover, they satisfy 

Ln(nA,）区 Ln(入),:,;Ln（ぴ’．入），

where a acts on the weight lattice P =句EZ9的 by

グ．区 a,A,＝〉 a,A,+1・

JEZr iEZ, 

Let lLw（入） denotethe W -r＋攣は）—module corresponding to伝（入） underthe isomorphism (3.2). Then 

{lLw(nAi)hEZr are simple currents. By using these modules and the coset (3.1), one can decompose the 
subregular W-algebra into 

w_n＋巴叫fsub)C:c 〶 lLw(nAa) 0 V知＋forZ (3.3) 
aEZr 

as modules of W-r+~(.s[r) R V:好 z,which extends W -r+~ (.s -r+ r+1 ([,.） R冗 Then the Kazama-Suzuki 
r+l 

type coset construction Theorem 2 (3) implies the following similar decomposition for the principal W-
superalgebra for r E Z:,:3: 

w_n＋旱（5駈） ＝④ lLw(nAa) 0 V ~ 
aEZr V(n+r)n +~z (3.4) 

as modules of W -r+ 叶 n(s[r) R V 
叶 1 V百戸戸Z'

which extends W -r+ 叶';(s[r) 0 7r. Therefore, the princi-
r+l 

pal W-superalgebra W -n十戸(s[11n)is a simpl is a simple current extension of the vertex operator superalgebra 
n十？`

W_r＋攣ほ）⑭ V孤言戸・
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4. CATEGORICAL ASPECTS OF SIMPLE CURRENTS 

Let V be a Z;:,0-graded, simple, rational and C2-cofinite vertex operator algebra of CFT type. Let 

{S9}gEG be a set of (non-isomorphic) simple currents of V-modules, parametrized by a finite abelian 
group G, that is, 

Se= V, S9 図 sh~ Sgh・ 

Then the V-module structure on the direct sum e = EllgEGSg may be extended to a simple vertex operator 
algebra structure which is compatible with the fusion product. Such a condition is studied by [12, 27] 
and turns out equivalent to the condition that e is a commutative algebra object in the category V-
mod of ordinary V-modules邸 abraided tensor category with some additional conditions. Furthermore, 
properties like semisimplicity of the module category of e (as a vertex operator algebra) are controlled by 
V-mod and written in the language of braided tensor category. Hence, we start with a purely categorical 
treatment of this theory, which enables us to treat the super case as well. See [16] for details. We note 
that the results in this and the next sections have been more or less studied within the theory of vertex 
operator algebras and its relation to the theory of braided tensor category, e.g., [12, 17, 18, 27, 29, 34, 33] 
and thus there are no essentially new results. Nevertheless, the author hopes that the abstraction of the 
simple currents in the braided tensor (super)category helps some clarification of the theory. 

Let ('! be an (essentially small, C-linear) monoidal supercategory such that all the even morphisms 
admit kernels and cokernels. In this article, we call ('! a braided tensor supercategory. We note that we do 
not assume that parity-inhomogeneous morphisms admit kernels and cokernels since it seldom holds for 
natural module categories of superalgebras. Actually, we do not need this stronger邸 sumption,but we 
stress that the standard notion like, kernels, cokernels, subobjects or simplicity still makes sense when one 
is working over the even morphisms, that is, the structure morphisms of kernels, cokernels or subobjects 
are even morphisms and the simplicity of an object is defined in terms of this class of subobjects. 

Assume that the unit object le is simple. It follows that an arbitrary invertible object in ('! is simple. 
In this c邸 e,we call an invertible object an simple current, following the theory of vertex algebras. Given 
a simple current Sand an arbitrary object ME  Ob(c:!), we have a canonical isomorphism 

Home(M,M)口 Home(S図M,S区M), f→id陶 (4.1) 

Recall that we have the braiding (isomorphism)'.RA,B: A図 B → B 区 A for each pair of objects 

A, B E Ob(e) and the monodromy (isomorphism) MA,B:＝知，Ao'.RA,B,which commutes with the 
endomorphisms on A図Bof the form f図 g.In particular, the monodoromy Ms,M in the right-hand 

side of (4.1) defines an endmorphism ms in the left-hand side. If Sis of finite order, that is, S図n""le 
for some n 2'. 1, then m8 = id, which implies an eigenspace decomposition of the Hom (super)space 
Home(M, M) and therefore, 

M= 〶 Ma, Ma = KerM(ms —ぐ id叫
aEZn 

where (= exp(2八／二1/n).It follows that we have a decomposition of e into full subcategories 

e= E9似， ea={MI ms=ぐid叫・
aEZn 

If we have a set of simple currents {S9}gEG parametrized by a finite abelian group G, then the above 
decomposition for each S9 gives rise to the simultaneous decomposition 

e=任）災，燦＝｛M lms9 = ~(g) id叫，
sEGV 

where av denotes the dual group Hom(G, IC勺． Hence,if the tensor product図 isbi-exact, then the fusion 
ring X(e) has a structure of av-grading by monodromy and Z[G]-algebra structure by fusion product 

(with {S9}9Ec), 
Now, suppose that the direct sum of the above simple currents £＝④gEG S9 has a structure of 

commutative algebra object, that is, we have an even morphism 

殴： C区£→£,

which makes the following three diagrams commutative: 
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le区8)£図 8 £図(£図 8)旦竺竺}8図8~ c 
～↓ ／ 

叫，C
£図8)8図£

＼ ↓尻
＆ (£翫）包c旦竺心図ど，

〉抑c

c. 

The meanings of the three diagrams are, the unit axiom, the associativity axiom, and the commutativity 
axioms respectively as in the case of the usual commutative algebras. We note that since we are working on 
the supercategory, the commutativity is actually means the super-commutativity of the algebra in the usual 
sense. An £-module object in e is defined as a pair (M,μM) of ME  Ob(e) and μME Home(E図M,M)

which makes the following two diagrams commutative: 

1虚 M----+£ 図M

＼ ↓μM 

M, 

繹 (8区 M)上竺ニ8図M__!::_二 M

= ↓／る
(e幻）図M..!:!:..竺心区 M.

An £-module (M, μ叫 iscalled local if it further makes the following diagram commutative: 

叩，M

£図M 、£181M

〗区メ↓µM
M, 

Let Rep(£) denote the (super)category of £-module objects in e and Rep0(e) c Rep(£) the full subcat-
egory consisting of local £-module objects. Then by [18, 16], Rep(£) has a natural structure of tensor 

supercategory induced by the that of e and Rep0(e) a natural structure of braided tensor supercategory. 

Example 3. A typical example of a bmided tensor supercategory is the module category A-mod of a 
unital, (super)commutative, (associative) C-algebra A. Here we do not assume the simplicity of the unit 
object lA-mod = A. The tensor product of the modules M and N is just the tensor product over A 

M 幻 N= M @c N/span{am⑧ n -(-1)iimm'21 an I a E A, m E M, n E N} 

and the braiding is just the swapping of the factors 

知，N:M@N→N@M, m@n→(-lr"n⑧ m. 

Here i E Z2 denotes the parity of•· Hence the monodromy知，Nis just the identity idM ( AN• Then 
the commutative algebm object B is just the A-(super)algebra and Rep(B) is naturally isomorphic to the 

supercategory of B-modules. In this case, Rep(B) coincides with Rep0(B). 

In general, we have the so-called induction functors 

£区•: C →Rep(£), £181•: e。→ Rep0(e),

where e。ce denotes the full subcategory consisting of objects M such that Mc,M = ide図M・ This 
functor is a tensor (super)functor and is a straightforward generalization of the extension of coefficients 
B 叩 •in the above example. 

We consider the case when the direct sum e =〶,Ea89 of the simple currents has a structure of 
commutative algebra object. In this article, we always assume that the restriction of the structure 
morphism μE,: Sg l8l sh→89h does not vanish. The following is fundamental: 

Proposition 4. Suppose that e is of finite length and that the action of G on the set Irr(e) of isomorphism 
classes of simple objects in e induced by the fusion product is fixed-point free. Then e is semisimple if 
and only if Rep(£) is semisimple and moreover, every simple object Min Rep(£) is isomorphic to£ 因N
for some NE  Irr(e). 

An immediate corollary of this proposition is as follows: 

Corollary 5. Suppose that e satisfies the assumptions in Proposition 4 and that the fusion products図

one and図£ on Rep(£) are bi-exact. Then we have an isomorphism of associative algebras 

火(Rep(£)),._,X(e) iZlz1a1 Z, 
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which restricts to 

X(Rep0(£))"" (X(e) Rz[G] z)°, 
where the right-hand side means the trivial av -grading part. 

5. FUSION RULES OF LATTICE COSETS 

We apply the previous results to the theory of vertex superalgebras. 

Let V a simple ½互0-graded C2-cofinite vertex operator superalgebras of CFT type. Here we do not 

assume that the ½Z::,:o-grading does not necessarily induce the super structure. Indeed, we have the 
Z::,:0-grading and the Z2-grading (due to the super-structure) 

V= ① v△， V=V0 〶 Vi:,
△叶Z;,:o

which are compatible in the sense that 

応＝ V△，0 〶 V△,I, v△,a = V△ nVa, (aEZ叫．

Then½研：＝〶△EZ 狐，0 is a vertex operator algebra of CFT type, which is simple and C2-cofinite by 

[30] since it is the fixed-point subalgebra of two involutions IT = idv0 — idv, and 0 = exp(21r,／=ILo), 
where Lo denotes the grading operator of the ½Z::,:o-grading. Then the category Vz,0-rnod of the grading-
restricted generalized Vz,0-(super)rnodules has a structure of braided tensor (super)category which is 
IC-linear finite as an abelian (super)category by a general result of Huang, Lepowsky and Zhang. Then 
the original vertex superalgebra V is a commutative algebra object in V-mod and the category V-mod 
of the grading-restricted generalized V-(super)modules is naturally isomorphic to the category Rep0(E.) 
of local V-module objects in Vz,0-mod as braideded tensor supercategory and thus IC-linear finite as an 
abelian supercategory. 

Let L be a Z-lattice of finite rank equipped with a positive-definite Z-bilinear form (・I・). Then one 
may associate it with a lattice vertex operator superalgebra VL. It is well-known that VL is simple,枠Z::,:o-
graded, rational, and Crcofinite and that VL-mod coincides with the category of ordinary V-modules 
whose simple objects are Irr(VL) = {Va+L I a EL'/L} where L'= {IQ!RL I (alL) CZ} is the dual lattice 
of L. Furthermore, the fusion ring X(VL)：＝沢(VL-mod)is isomorphic to a group ring 

火(VL)=Z[L'IL]，［Va+L］ → ［a]. 
We consider a simple current extension of the tensor product V R VL of the form 

8 ＝ ④ SaR Va+L, 
aEN/L 

where N is a Z-lattice such that L C N C L'and {SaLEN/L is a set of simple currents in V-mod 
parametrized by the finite abelian group N / L. Then we have the following. 

Proposition 6 ([18, 12]). Suppose that the twist 0a := exp(21rHLo)le., {a E N/L), satisfies純＝
id and 0a0b = 0a+b• Then the vertex operator supemlgebm c. is simple, ½Z::,:0-graded vertex opemtor 
supemlgebra. Moreover, c. is rational if V is mtional. 

We note that the first statement follows from our setting, the second statement is a corollary of 
Proposition 4. 

For simplicity, let us assume that Vis rational, (equivalently V-mod is semisimple). Then the fusion 
product区vin V-mod is obviously bi-exact and so is翫 onRep(E) and Rep0(c) c:c: c-mod by Proposition 
4. Then Proposition 5 implies 

沢(Rep(c))c:c: X(V 0見） R芦（火（V）立[L'IL])@ z c:c: X(V) @ Z[L'IL], 
Z[N/L] Z[N/L] Z[N/L] 

where the tensor product in the rightmost-hand side means [M翫 S』0[b] = [M] 0 [-a+ b]. Then it 
implies 

露）吠(Rep°(C)）～ （X(V)⑭ Z[L'/L[) Nf,, 

Z[N/L] 

In order to derive an inverse formula which describes X(V) in terms of火(e),we use the induction functor 

8因●： V-mod→Rep(e),
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which is an embedding since the simple currents Sa 0 Va+L, (a E N/L), are fixed-point free. Therefore, 
X(V) is a subalgebra of X(Rep(e)). By using the forgetful functor Rep(£)→(V 0 VL)-mod, we have 
a monodromy action of V 0 Va+L (a E L'/ L). Then the objects of V-mod among those of Rep(£) are 
characterized as the monodromy-free objects with respect to Va+L (a E N'/L), where N'CL'is the 

dual lattice of N. Thus we obtain an isomorphism沢(V)~ X(Rep(e))N'/L_ Next, we describe the ring 
X(Rep(e)) in terms of Rep0(e). Note that Rep(£) has a set of simple currents ea:＝虚VRVL(V⑭Va+L), 
(a E L'/ L). Introduce full subcategories Rep a (e) (a E L'/ L) by the image of the fusion product withぬ，

Rep喰）：＝ Im（似図●： Rep0(e)→Rep(£)).

Sinceぬ isan invertible object, the functor ea 区 •is exact and thus gives an equivalence of abelian 
supercategories 

ぬ因●： Rep0(e)-=+Rep噂）．

Note that ぬ因 •stabilizes Rep0(e) if and only if ea E Ob(Rep0(e)), that is, a E N'/L. Thanks to 
Proposition 4, we obtain a decomposition 

Rep(£)= ④ Rep噂），
aEL'/N' 

which satisfies 似区 •:Repb(e) ~ Repa+b(e). It follows that 

火(Rep(e)）尋(Rep0(e)) @叩'/L]

Z[N'/L] 

and thus 

X(V)塁（Rep(8)）N'IL= （火（Rep°(8)）⑭ Z[L'/LI)N'/< 

Z[N'/L] 

To summarize, we have obtained the following formulas: 

Theorem 7 (cf. [18, 33]). 2 Suppose that V is rational. Then we have isomorphisms of associative algebras 

邸）＝ （X(V),怠'.,]Z[L'/L]) Nf' 火(V)~ (X(£),t§;,,J Z[L'/L]) N'/' 

6. APPLICATIONS 

In this final section, we apply the formulas in Theorem 7 to several simple current extensions. 

6.1. Subregular W-algebras. We apply Theorem 7 to the simple current extension (3.3): 

x(w"＋臼（s［mfsub)）~ (X(W r＋声ほ））⑭ Z［乙l）Zn= (X(Ln(s[r)）⑭ Z匹 l)Zn
Z[Zr] / ¥ Z[Zr] 

By using the Level-Rank duality of the fusion ring of affine vertex algebras [16, 31], we obtain the 
following: 

Theorem 8 ([16]). Fo'T''T'E Z~3 such that gcd('T'十'T',n-1) = 1, we have an isomo'T"[Jhism of fusion Tings 

火 (w-n＋翌；叫fsub))c:= X(L叫））．

The above theorem generalizes a result in [11] for the c邸 eswhen n is even and r E Z~o-

2This theorem holds beyond the rational cases. Indeed, the rigidity of V-mod and the self-duality of Vis sufficient. 
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6.2. Principal W-superalgebras. We  first apply Proposition 4 to the simple current extension (3.4) 

and obtain the following: 

Theorem 9 ([15, 16]). For r E Z:::3 such that gcd(r + r, n - 1) = 1, then the principal W-supemlgebm 

w_(n-1)＋戸 (,sl11n)is mtional and C2-cofinite. 
n+r 

Next, we apply Theorem 7 to the simple current extension (3.4). It follows that the Kazama-Suzuki 

type coset construction Theorem 2 (3) implies a simple current extension 

w_n＋臼叫!sub)0 Vzつw_(n-1)＋糾叫） RV凶戸平Z’

such that the simple currents appearing in the decomposition is parametrized by the finite abelian group 

《百石戸
Z//(n+r)nz "='Zn+r・ Hence Theorem 7 implies the following: 

Theorem 10 ([16]). For r E Z23 such that gcd(r + r, n -l) = 1, we have an isomorphism of associative 

algebras 

火(W_（n-1)＋：]：（s[1|n)）~ （火(Lr(s[n)）望z[Z(n+r)nl)Zn
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